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Start at the corner/intersection of W. 40th St. and Broadway.1

2
Walk uptown on Broadway. As you're walking ,count how many billboards you pass until 
the intersection of Broadway and W. 42nd.

3
Cross the street to the area on 42nd in front of H&M where there are red tables and look to the right and then your left.

4

1 ON MAP

2 ON MAP
Count how many billboards you see in each category and record below
(Make sure you DO NOT compare numbers with another person).

fun facts

Walk until you get to the intersection of Broadway and 44th.

5

Just observe the amount of people taking photos and looking at the billboards.
3 ON MAP

Facing towards the tower of where the ball drops during NYE, count how many billboards you see in each category.

6
Continue to walk uptown and stop in front of the red stairs
(47th street in the middle of the intersection of Broadway and 7th AVE.). Face the stairs
and look at the tower behind the red stairs. (FUN FACT #2)

4 ON MAP

7 Look to your right and count the amount of billboards in each category you see up to the point of where 
the previous intersection ended.

8
Focus on 1 digital billboard and count the amount of advertisements that play throughout
the span of 3 minutes.

9 Look at the opposite side and count how many billboards are in each category.

Every day, these billboards are exposed to 
around 300,000 people.

(FUN FACT #1)

1

2 Around $23 million is made a year from just
this one set of billboards.

(FUN FACT #3)

3 One advertisement on a digital billboard costs between
$1,1 million and $4 million a year.

10
Count up the total number of billboards of all the categories combined and compare numbers with each other. 
One person may have a higher or lower number than the other. There are a lot of billboards that go unnoticed, 
but how influential is this for a specific company? 

Questions

1 How many brands/companies/celebrities on billboards 
do you recognize?

2 By what you see, what company owns the biggest billboard 
in the area?

3 Which advertisement stood out to you the most? And why?

4 Did you ever realize how many different types of advertisements
existed at Times Square?

Categories

total # of billboards:

(use tally marks)

food/drinks:

tv shows/movies:

broadway shows:

clothing:

electronics:

other:
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Don't compare numbers with each other because the person with the 
closest total number will win a prize!

EXIT FROM SE CORNER
BY: Ayami Cho


